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The Entropy Law and the Ecqnomic Process in Retrospect

Nichol as ceorgescu-Roegen*

Preaarb'le

It is twenty years since I compieted the introductory essay fon ny 1966
Ana'lytical €conorics which by way of a second edition turned 'into the 1g?1
volume The Entropy Lat and the Econonic Process. Thus, the main idea--
nameiy, that the economic process is entropic in all its naterial fibers--
was carried from the first to the second volume, The reaction of my feilow
economists to this idea and especia'l'ly to its messages relevant to the eco-
nomic 1ife has been such that a survey of my thesis as I have expanded it
through severa'1 subsequent papers should make a clarificat.ion of some
issues worthwhi 1e. 1

The Phenomenolog'ieal Gist of the €ntropy LaH

Ihe concept of entropy'is so invo'tved that even phys.ic.i sts may go wrong
wjth it (NGR, 1966, p. 71; 1971, p. 147). Economists who have recently
approached this topic were therefore wrong'in beginning and ending with the
analytical formu'la of entropy (which in some approaches is expressed in
three different ways). But entropy, like energy, force, distance, and other
physicai concepts, has a phenomenological meaning, the only one of primary
interest for both experts and outsiders.

Let us begin hy getting down to the brass tacks, as any student shou'ld
do on any new matter. The road to understanding what entropy is begins w.ith
the primary distinction between available and unavailable energy. Thjs
distinction is unmistakenly anthropomorph'ic imore so than any other concept
in the natura'l sciencesi, Indeed, energy is availab'le or unavailab1e
according to whether or not we, humans, can use it fon our own purposes.

Beyond and above a'l'l technical formulae, the essence of the main ther-
modynamic laws is thisr jn an iso'leted system. the amount of energy remains
constant (the first law), whi'le the ava'ilable energy continuously and irrg-
vocably degrades into unavailable states (the second 1aw). Let us mark well
thet an isolated system can exchange neither energy nor matter with its
"outside." Strictiy speaking, the only isolated system is the whole uni-
verse, to which C'lausius (186?, p.365) significantly neferred his fanous
formulation as a stanza of the thermodynamic 'laws:

The energy of the universe is constant.

The entropy of the universe tends to g maximum.
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